LIFETIME SURFACE WARRANTY
“Foreverwhite” Glass Whiteboard ®

“Foreverwhite” Glass Whiteboard ® is warranted to be free from manufacturing defects arising from workmanship or defects in material which may cause the “Foreverwhite” Glass Whiteboard ® to be unusable as a dry erase board. This warranty is effective only if the “Foreverwhite” Glass Whiteboard ® is installed in accordance with the Installation Manual, or any other installation instructions or guidelines published by GlassWhiteboard.com, LLC, and local building codes. The glass surface of all “Foreverwhite” Glass Whiteboards ® are warranted for the life of the building where it was originally installed. We will replace any boards that do not retain their original writing and erasing qualities.

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH ABOVE, GLASS WHITEBOARD.COM, LLC MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN FACT OR IN LAW, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. No person has any authority to bind GlassWhiteboard.com, LLC to any affirmation, representation, or warranty concerning “Foreverwhite” Glass Whiteboard ® except as stated in this Manufacturer’s Warranty. GlassWhiteboard.com, LLC’s liability and the purchaser’s sole and exclusive remedy from alleged defects in the materials or manufacturing of the “Foreverwhite” GlassWhiteboard ® shall be limited to the replacement of an equivalent product or a refund of the invoice charged (as GlassWhiteboard.com, LLC may elect) if payment has been made.

In no event shall GlassWhiteboard.com, LLC be liable for any consequential or incidental damages, losses, costs, or expenses or any person of any kind (including without limitation, loss of profits or injury to credit, reputation, or goodwill) directly or indirectly resulting from any alleged breach of warranty contained in this Manufacturer’s Warranty. This warranty shall apply only to the whiteboards being used under normal conditions and maintenance, and not for any failure due to misuse, mishandling, or vandalism. This warranty shall be limited to the furnishing of new whiteboards only and not to any labor or materials to remove or replace.